
Driverless Cars Emulsion
5 July – 1 December 2019

UK-wide London, Bristol, Birmingham, Manchester, Leeds, Edinburgh

The Driverless Cars Emulsion is a novel idea to bring together the different constituencies of people and perspectives on
the prospect of a driverless cars future. The aim is that, through an open-minded engagement, more can be understood
about this significant and yet complex and divisive topic in the interests of more constructively and effectively moving
forwards. There will be six one-day workshops taking place between July and December 2019 from which a report and
wider promotion of the initiative’s findings will follow.

At present, we have confirmed the following workshops – please indicate which workshop(s) you are able to commit to 
when registering:

London – 5 July 2019 at CIHT, Britannia Walk, hosted by CIHT
Bristol - 15 July at the Arnolfini, Bristol, hosted by UWE
Manchester - 26 September, University of Salford, hosted by Transport for Greater Manchester
Birmingham - 27 September, Summer Lane, hosted by Transport for the West Midlands
Leeds - Anticipated to be in November, hosted by West Yorkshire Combined Authority

Edinburgh - 21 November, Edinburgh (Venue tbc), hosted by Transport Scotland

Interested in taking part?
Across the series of six workshops we are seeking a diverse representation of perspectives and contributors. Demand for
places is expected to be high. If you would like to be considered for a place, please complete the registration form.

Please be advised that we will be providing participants with an information sheet and consent form to sign so that you are
clear on the nature of your participation and how your contributions will be treated.

The Driverless Cars Emulsion is distinctive in the approach it is taking to addressing the topic of driverless cars 
(see https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/driverless-cars-emulsion-you-ready-come-together-glenn-lyons/ for further details).

Request a free place by registering here: https://bit.ly/2YFPGA3
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